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based at the joint Canadian-United States weather station at Isachsen on Ellef Ringnes 
Island has been investigating the oceanography, hydrography, submarine geology, gravity, 
geomagnetic features and crustal seismic properties of the continental shelf area, carrying 
out physiographic, hydrological, permafrost and glaciological studies on the islands of the 
region, mapping the nature, distribution and movement of the sea ice, and running basic 
topographic control surveys. This work is continuing, with a party in the field from 
March to September each year, and should eventually cover all of the unmapped parts of 
the shelf between Greenland and Alaska. The region between, and offshore from, Meighen 
Island and Borden Island has received the first detailed study; the work is being extended 
to the southwest toward Mould Bay on Prince Patrick Island. The investigations should 
ultimately yield detailed and accurate information on the physical and chemical composition 
and dynamic characteristics of the Arctic oceanic waters, the bathymetry of the continental 
shelf and slope and the straits and sounds of the Archipelago; the topography and structure 
of the shelf and the nature of its sediments, its underlying rocks and possible mineral 
resources; the structure and physical characteristics of the northern edge of the North 
American continental platform and its contact with the Arctic Ocean basin; the factors 
controlling the development of the Arctic landscape and the evolution of the islands; and 
the behaviour of sea level, glaciers, sea ice and climate in the recent geological past. 

Pacific.—The marginal sea of the Pacific differs strikingly from the other marine 
zones of Canada. The hydrography of British Columbia is characterized by bold, abrupt 
relief—a repetition of the mountainous landscape. Numerous inlets penetrate the moun
tainous coast for distances of 50 to 75 miles. They are usually a mile or two in width and 
of considerable depth, with steep canyon-like sides. From the islet-strewn coast, the 
continental shelf extends from 50 to 100 sea miles to its oceanward limit where depths of 
about 200 fathoms are found. There the sea floor drops rapidly to the Pacific deeps, 
parts of the western slopes of Vancouver Island and the Queen Charlotte Islands lying 
only four miles and one mile, respectively, from the edge of the declivity. These great 
detached land masses are the dominant features of the Pacific marginal sea. As is to be 
expected in a region so irregular in hydrographic relief, shoals and pinnacle rocks are 
numerous, necessitating cautious navigation. 

Subsection 4.—Islands 

The largest islands of Canada are in the north and all experience an Arctic climate. 
The northern group extends from the islands in James Bay to Ellesmere Island which 
reaches 83°07'N. Those in the District of Franklin lie north of the mainland of Canada 
and are generally referred to as the Canadian Arctic Archipelago; those in the extreme 
north—lying north of the M'Clure Strait-Viscount Melville Sound-Barrow Strait-Lan
caster Sound water passage—are known as the Queen Elizabeth Islands. 

On the West Coast, Vancouver Island and the Queen Charlotte Islands are the largest 
and the most important but the coastal waters are studded with many small rocky islands. 

The Island of Newfoundland forming part of the Province of Newfoundland, the 
Province of Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton Island forming part of the Province of 
Nova Scotia, Grand Manan and Campobello Islands forming part of the Province of New 
Brunswick, and Anticosti Island and the Magdalen group included in the Province of 
Quebec are the largest islands off the East Coast. 

Notable islands of the inland waters include Manitoulin Island (1,068 sq. miles in 
area) lying in Lake Huron, the so-called Thirty Thousand Islands of Georgian Bay and 
the Thousand Islands in the outlet from Lake Ontario into the St. Lawrence River. 


